A poPPPd (peas) peas in a pod
A skiQQQlift (queues) queues in a skilift
TrousRRRers (arse) arse in trousers
WimbleSSSSSSSSSSSton (10 S = tennis) tennis in Wimbledon
ChinTa (tea) tea in China
A flUUUock (ewes) ewes in a flock
V ???
W ???
A baskXet (eggs) eggs in a basket
QuestYYYions (whys) whys in a question
Z ???

LETTER BANKS
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Letter banks use and reuse the letters of a given set (the bank). Here are some nice examples.

STARFIELD = FEDERAL DISASTER AREA.

MONARCHIES = MARASCHINO CHERRIES.

PORTLANDS = STOP, DROP, AND ROLL.

MUSICAL NOTE = SATELLITE COMMUNICATION.

SIMPLE KNOT = TIME KEEPS ON SLIPPIN.

As a quiz, use and reuse the bank CAMPFIRE SONG to name a famous royal actress. The answer will be found in Answers and Solutions.